Please find information on the coherent rare earth information processing summer school
below. There are a number of action items. Reading this now may save you considerable time
at a later stage.
1.
Please check at the webpage http://doodle.com/uyw3qumep5xv3xv2 that our
notes regarding your room are correct. Send an e-mail to Stefan.Kroll@fysik.lth.se if
something is wrong. At the webpage above you also have the name of all participants and
which days they will be at the conference.
2.
If you have any special dietary requirements regarding the food please
communicate this as soon as possible to info@frostavallen.se
3.
Public transportation between Copenhagen airport and the summer school is
limited so we will also investigate or arrange alternative transportation; therefore please send
an e-mail to qian.li@fysik.lth.se and inform about your arrival time at Copenhagen airport.
4.
Still there are public transportation alternatives for reaching Frostavallen from
Copenhagen Airport. If your arrival time fit the train times below public transportation is
probably a very good alternative.
There are trains Monday 25th to the village of Höör in Sweden leaving Copenhagen airport at
8.26, 11.26, 12.26, 13.26 and 16.26. The train ride to Höör takes (according to schedule) 54
minutes. 25 minutes later there is a bus (Ringbus 441) leaving the train station reaching the
bus stop “Frostavallen” after 6 minutes. (Thus if you for example take the train 16.26 you will
reach Frostavallen at 17.51.) When you get off the bus (next to a parking space) the restaurant
complex is roughly in front of you (slightly to the left) and the hotel is straight forward to the
right.
4.
If you are interested in a lab tour the laboratories in Lund on Monday or Friday,
please send an e-mail to qian.li@fysik.lth.se
6.
A warm evening meal is served at the restaurant in Frostavallen Monday the 25th
at 7 pm. In case you arrive after this time or long before this time it may be useful to know
that the conference location is in a recreational area in the woods where there are no shops or
restaurants and it is generally not possible to get food except at the scheduled summer school
program break and meal times.
7.
An updated schedule can be found at the summer school web page
http://www.cipris.eu/index.php?id=176
8.
The lecturers have provided some pre-reading material and will largely plan
their lectures assuming that the audience is familiar with this material. Links to the prereading material can be found at the summer school webpage.

The conference site is situated in the woods close to a small lake. There are nice walking and
running paths. There is a small gym and sauna as well as table tennis and pool tables.

